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Soft Tissue Cytopathology:
The OSU Experience
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The University of California, San Diego School of Medicine is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians. The University of California, San Diego School of Medicine designates this educational activity for a maximum of 1.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™. Physicians should only claim credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity. OBJECTIVES Examine current research development and integrate informed clinical decisions based on research outcomes. Implement basic sciences and clinical science simultaneously in medical education programs. Discuss responsible and balanced debate on conventional and controversial research influencing the field of health sciences. Evaluate and examine total human condition through basic and clinical science research studies.

For further Information, Please contact Graham Ryan
Tel: 858-822-5650/E-Mail: grryan@ucsd.edu